tributed to modern politics, and they appear to have honored treaties militarily only when they were mutually profitable. Their trade relations, much less complex than modern economical systems, presumably existed and flourished only in situations that offered both parties benefits with no compromises. 1-3 ). In addition, several drawings, wood-cuts, and Turkish miniatures show the serpentine column as it stood in Istanbul through the ages, and the piece is often mentioned by early travellers. Despite this relative wealth of evidence, the reconstruction of the total monument is still uncertain, and a recent study summarizing all arguments could only express preference, but no definite acceptance of previous solutions. ' All scholars apparently accept that not one but three snakes form the serpentine column. The basic point of controversy concerns the relationship of the tripod to the snaky heads. According to one reconstruction (ill. I, Solution I), the tripod itself was relatively small, and each of its feet rested on the head of one of the snakes. A second reconstruction (ill. I, Yet in all these representations, the long "necks" of the serpents branch out, leaving a considerable empty space in the center which faintly recalls the outline of a tripod bowl. I should therefore like to suggest one more reconstruction for the entire monument, which represents a compromise between Solution I and Solution II. The tripod's legs would extend past the shaft, perhaps even to the stone base, yet the bowl would rest not on the serpents' heads but on the entwined bodies, at the point where each animal uncoils itself. The long "necks" would then surround the bowl and project outwards presumably at, or somewhat above, the level of the tripod's rim, thus containing the cauldron as if in a basket.
JEAN MACINTOSH
The advantage of this reconstruction would be that it requires a smaller tripod than Solution II, yet larger than Solution I. But by far the strongest argument in its favor, to my mind, is that the appearance of the total monument would forcefully recall the Orientalizing cauldrons with griffin--or snake-attachments projecting at the rim.4 In the seventh-century pieces, these animal heads are true protomes, cut off at the base of the neck and connected with the body of the vessel. In the Plataian monument, this arrangement would have required that both elements be in the same medium, and gold (or gilding) was probably too expensive to allow it. In addition the snake, as the animal of Apollo, had a special importance at Delphi, which a serpentine column recognized and emphasized, though still subordinating the animal to the main symbol of victory, the tripod. cuttings, each consistently tapering in the same direction, corresponds to the diminishing width of the snake's body, and that the great size and weight of the monument would require deeper fastening than the thickness of the topmost block.6 Yet I am not so sure that the irregular shape of the cuttings may not be due to later attempts to remove the metal of the dowels from the stone, nor do I see why, at that level, the shape of the attachment should correspond to the shape of the tails. Finally, one may even argue against the correctness of assuming that three tails existed. I wonder why the column, as preserved, should be interpreted as three intertwined snakes rather than as a single coiled serpent. Scrupulous logic in the rendering was not the ancient artist's main aim, and obviously the ancient viewers saw the Plataian support as one, though three-headed, animal. A similar effect --of a spiral column--could be obtained with a single coiled rope, without the misleading effect of the head finials. Were the snake one (as more appropriate allusion to Apollo), there would be no need for three tails, and the cuttings on the Delphic stones could be for the undoubtedly trine legs of the tripod. On the strength of all these considerations, I prefer to believe that the topmost block alone, now unfortunately missing, should be used to read the "footprints" of the entire monument, which cannot be safely reconstructed from the lower levels of its base. It may also be objected that the ancient sources speak of the tripod as resting on the snakes' heads, while my proposed arrangement would make the heads only tangential to the bowl. Yet the ancient descriptions are approximate at best. A tripod caught between three necks could be described as being supported by the heads, especially since Herodotus's contemporaries would have been familiar with the monument itself, and by Pausanias's time the tripod proper had disappeared.
It is interesting to note that the commercial artists of modern Greece have reached approximately the same conclusion here advocated. The tripod here illustrated ( fig. 4) 
